July 17, '45

Just spent a couple of hours with Stalin. His plane arrived at about 10 o'clock this morning, the same time that mine is due to arrive. We have been waiting for him for about an hour. He had come up to Moscow to meet Stalin, who had been here since the last visit.

I met him at the airport and walked over to his office. Stalin was very nice, and we spent a few minutes talking about our trip. He told me that he had been expecting me for a week, and that he had been looking forward to this meeting.

As we walked through the hall, we passed by a large group of people who were gathered around the entrance. Stalin introduced me to some of them, and we chatted for a while. Then we entered his office, where we sat down to discuss some business matters.

Stalin had brought along some documents, and we went over them carefully. He asked me if I had any questions, and I told him that I did. We talked for a while about various topics, and Stalin seemed very interested in what I had to say.

We spent about an hour discussing these matters, and then Stalin got up to leave. He thanked me for coming, and we shook hands. I told him that I would see him again soon, and we parted ways.

Stalin then left the office, and I remained there for a while, thinking about our conversation. I realized that this was a very important meeting, and that there were many things that needed to be discussed. I knew that I had to be careful, and that I had to be prepared for anything that might happen.

I left the office and walked back to my hotel, where I spent the rest of the day preparing for the next day's meeting. I knew that this was only the beginning, and that there were many more things that needed to be done.

I spent the evening going over some of the documents that Stalin had brought with him, and I was very impressed by the work that he had done. I knew that this was a very important role, and that I had to be prepared for anything that might happen.

I went to bed early, and I knew that I would have to be ready for anything that might happen the next day. I wanted to be prepared, and I knew that I had to be careful.

July 18, '45

Today was a very busy day. I spent most of the morning going over some of the documents that Stalin had brought with him. I knew that we had to be careful, and that we had to be prepared for anything that might happen.

In the afternoon, I had a meeting with Stalin, and we discussed some of the business matters that needed to be addressed. We spent about an hour talking, and I was very impressed by the work that he had done.

We then went over some of the documents that he had brought with him, and I was very impressed by the work that he had done. I knew that we had to be careful, and that we had to be prepared for anything that might happen.

I spent the evening going over some of the documents that Stalin had brought with him, and I was very impressed by the work that he had done. I knew that we had to be careful, and that we had to be prepared for anything that might happen.

I went to bed early, and I knew that I would have to be ready for anything that might happen the next day. I wanted to be prepared, and I knew that I had to be careful.
July 18, 45

At breakfast with Farey, then a report in the Field Artillery. We had a good breakfast and
music for. They took me to see the fighting at Plava's
and their lines learnt, sending them from Friday,
early to lunch with Mr. at 11:30 walked engaged to
Brucksee. Hope. Not at the gate by the Church just a
stream. Then came up, bars, body of George Scott Field.
Bread, gave Set. Balled Bannock, imported bread
so hot in the Mc. P.M. 3:30 to alone encountered
Manhattan set as a successor. decided to tell Stalin
about it. Stalin had told P.M. to tell him from JP
enlarging for peace. Stalin also went his an
site to me. If was satisfactory, believe JP will
hold up before Russia comes in.

Very sure they will open negotiations appear
since this last week. I have informed Stalin that
it at an opportune time. Stalin's training
was not satisfactory, meeting I wanted him
to come to the US told him I intended the Berlin
conference for Rev. Andi. He said he wanted
to cooperate with the British peace at me had co
expected as the rest it should be harder. But
was grossly misunderstanding an U.S. and D
was misleading there in Russia. Hold that
me each could help to remedy that situation in
our own restructuring and that DT agreed
to try with all I had to do my part at home.

It gave me a most cordial pledge and said
be would do as much in Russia.

Next went to the conference and then
my job to present the Minister’s proposed agenda. There were three proposals and in
they were all being considered with an adjournment. Stalin was very much pleased. Churchill was too after
he had recovered. I am not going to stay around this terrible place all evening just to listen
to speeches. I’ll go home to the Senate instead.
Jim Blair men & Col. came in for lunch.

Jim left for Paris. My mom related to
her him on. Occupied German situation
with Jim. He had special command of
head-up staff. Which prepared the area
for American occupation, especially for
army conference delegation. Said it was the
fullest place imaginable. So count many
army officers to be all full and all shaped
up. Barracks used as beaten toilets. Said
Air force system evidently hadn't worked for
months. Spent all day there. Said presence an
anger and sulles. That we would not treat
them rough enough. Russian treated in,
too rough and too kindly. Anyway if a hell
of a worse any way it's taken.

Saw Gen. Omar Bradley about 5 pm at the
Vest. Renewed. Will take off Aug. 15th. Talked
to Gen. Trumbet about agreement of Rome
along same lines as July. Talked to Gen. Clay,
Gen. Corcoran, program to present.

Raised a flag over our area in Berlin. It
is the flag raised in Rome, North Africa and
Paris. Flown on the White House after Pearl
Harbor happened. Will be raised on Tokyo.

Wade has looked over and typed today and
the P.M. reviewed draft. Fielder in U.S. averaged
to give away it's effects without actions.
We met at 11:30 and discussed
the immediate defeat of Japan.
I told him that I had no military
plans except for the invasion of
the Philippines. He said that he
thought it would be best to use
the atomic bombs. He said that
the Japanese had never
surrendered before. He said
that they would not surrender
without a clear indication of
their defeat. He said that the
Japanese had never been
enemy of the United States.

July 25, 1945
At 10:15 I had a long talk with me, the practical and political situation. We are both agreed on the policy of Poland. The Conference Poland and the Russian front. You have to create a sphere of influence around Poland and face Poland a new sphere of influence. Taking also a good chance to stretch the influence of England in the world. Poland has moved in up to the Odar, and the west, and future taking Stettin and Hallitz as a fact accomplished. The position is that according to commitments made at Yalta by my predecessor, Germany has to be divided into four occupation zones, one each for Britain, Russia, and France, and the U.S. If Russia chooses to allow Poland to occupy a part of her gone area agreeable to her, likely to territory, Poland will and will be settled there. For the fourth time, I repeated my position and explained that territorial questions had to be made by treaty and ratified by the Senate. The occupied territory and a portion of population from East Germany, being occupied by certain staff and elsewhere, Churchill said, he asked me which, as to include the German, East and Western Poles, without a formal sphere and sort of parceled the whole, but it has a lot of reality.
July 26, 1945

Last night talked to Gen. Eisenhower on time for reunification military training. Seventh Army
went to straight near Paris, long way if necessary be put into effect. Talked to McCallie plant France.
He is second staff of Commandant. It is best, saying which isn't communism at all that just police
government pure and simple. A few top officers just like chiefs, police and concentration camps and
rule the people on the lower descent label.
The Communist party in France is no different in its methods and actions toward the
population more than any the Gan and the
Russian Redmen revealed they are anything but noble, Nazis and Fascists were worse. It
seems that Spera, Hungary, Romania and
perhaps Switzerland face the only real people
government on the Continent of Europe. But
the germ are a sad but from the standpoint
of the people who do not believe in tyranny,
July 25, 1945

Secord Act Henderson to ship at Portmouth on July 25th

Secretary of War General Case to break fresh

with me as a real lover. After breakfast

Churchill a note of congratulation, telling me

He has accepted his position to return and writing him a

as a result of Doctor's advice for rest at the office.

Churchill's wire of congratulation, telling him

and his staff. They should go to London

on July 25th to meet with them.

Churchill at a political dinner and the other

Churchill's wire of congratulation, telling me
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to London to meet with them.
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Churchill's wire of congratulation, telling me

He has accepted his position to return and writing him a
July 30, 45
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